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UK Official Publications - UKOP becomes DOI enabled

TSO (The Stationery Office), the first Registration Agency for Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) in the UK, has just applied DOIs to the entire UKOP (UK Official Publications) database, creating a new and multi linking capability for improved resource discovery and information citation.

UKOP is the comprehensive catalogue of UK official publications and is recognised as “the official catalogue” by Government. The UKOP catalogue contains over 450,000 records. It combines the entire TSO publications catalogue together with COBOP (The Catalogue of British Official Publications that are not published by TSO). As all Government departments are mandated to provide copies of their non-TSO publications for cataloguing within COBOP, the comprehensive extent of the coverage is guaranteed.

UKOP includes Parliamentary publications, legislation - including Acts and Statutory Instruments, the publications of central government departments and devolved bodies and the output of quangos, agencies and selected international bodies, such as the UN and the WHO and the European Commission.

Robin Wilson, Director of DOI and Metadata Services, TSO, commented:

“Assigning DOIs to the UKOP metadata not only improves the discoverability of the information within the database, but creates citation opportunities with much wider resource discovery, resolving and linking to other associated information. This makes UKOP an essential online resource for public, academic and corporate organisations.”

For corporate enquiries contact:

Tina Yorke-Edgell, PR manager at TSO
Tel: 01603 694 496
Email: tina.yorke-edgell@tso.co.uk
Visit the TSO website at http://www.tso.co.uk

For further information about TSO, please contact:
Gillian Salvage or Sally O’Neill at LEWIS, the PR agency:
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7802 2626 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7802 2627
Email: gillians@lewispr.com sallyo@lewispr.com
Internet: http://www.lewispr.com

NOTES TO EDITORS

TSO (The Stationery Office) is one of Europe’s most innovative information management services companies. It delivers managed services to clients in both the public and private sectors to plan, manage and disseminate information in an increasingly digital world. It helps its clients make their information more reliable, accessible and discoverable, giving them greater Information Assurance.
TSO has more than 200 years’ experience in publishing official and regulatory information for the UK Government, Parliaments and Assemblies. It is Britain’s largest publisher by output, issuing up to 15,000 publications, CD-ROMs and related products each year.

The company has clients in both the public and private sector. These include The UK Parliaments and Assemblies, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, The Office of Government Commerce, The Driving Standards Agency, The Home Office, European Investment Bank, BT, Financial Services Authority, British Retail Consortium, Department of Health and Network Rail, European Investment Bank.

TSO now employs over 750 people at locations throughout the UK including London, Norwich, Edinburgh, Belfast, Cardiff, Manchester and Birmingham. The company has revenues of £78 million per annum.

For more information: [www.tso.co.uk](http://www.tso.co.uk)